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Considerable efforts have been rnade in the last several yeare for the developrnent of
electrooptic switches constructed by waveguides of ferroelectric single crystals. In thie

work, we fabricate the optical switch based on a unique mirror effect by varying the

arnount of diffused Ti in a waveguide of LiNbO 3 The switches in two and three

dirnensional waveguide type are shown in Fig.l (a) and (b). n, and nZ are the effective

indices of guide 1, 2 and 3, respectively. l4rhen n1 is not equal to n2, the light propagating

to X direction ie partially reflected and partially transrnitted at the rnirror line . The

reflectivity R can be varied, when n2 ie varied by electrooptic effect. This effect constitutes

the electrooptic switch. In Yplate of LiNbO3, the electric field is rnostly Z cornponent

contributing to largest r33 cornponent of electrooptic coefficients of LiNbO3 for the parallel

electrode shown in Fig.l, when O is cloee to 0. The electric field Er(y,z) behveen

electrode in Fig. I is written by

Ezし ,→ =lvo→〔d2/4_z2+y2)+4z2yl‐ 1/4c。

+tan 4{2zyノ
に2/4「 z2+y2]

where Vo and d are the applied voltage and electrode gap(50Pに 1),resPeCtiVely. y and z are

depth from the surface of waveguide and the distance from the center of electrode。

The field profile of propagating light under the surface of waveguide is relreSLⅢ ed by E(y∴ )
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E(y)2dy

where rξ」is Observed e■ dve electrooptic coericient(20x10~12m/V).Here L(y)iS equal

to Ez(y,d/2)on the edge line of electrode which is along mirror line。   妖 l and cく 2 are

incident and refracted angle, respectively.  yo i3 defined ,s E(y。 )営  0。  When nl is equal

tO n2, R versus Ez calculated from eq。 (2)i3 8hOWn in 301id line of Fig。  2. As shown in

Fig。 2,i mpractically high electric field is needed for total renectiOno When nlis set higher

thal・2'1・ e。 ,nl=2.2050,■ 2=2.2036,R versus Ez calculated from eq。 (2)is shOWn in

dashed line of Fig. 2. But in this case, about 10 70 of incident light energy■ s reflected when

no voltage i3 applied.  The switches made of b″ o and three dinensional waveguide,where

nl, n2 and O were set to 2.2050, 2.2036 and 2.5° , respectively were tested by monitoring

the output power of renected and tran3mitted light at O.6328ォ rn as increasing dc voltage,

Fig。  3 and 4 are plots of output signa18 0f reflectё d and transmitted light in two and three

dh■engional waveguide,respectively.The light was propagating to X directiOn 30 that r33

component was ut■ ized with a TEo polarized light. The electrode of 50〃 ■l gap Was Al metal

and Photolithographic registration was achieved with cOnventional aligment mask. The solid

line8 0f Fig。  3 and 4 represent the theoretical curves ealculated frOm eq。
(2)。  Excellent

agreement of ob8erVed points with theoretical curve in Fig。  3 indicates that variation of

renectivity R with electric field in い″o d士nensional wavegtide can be exPlained by eq。 (2).
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poor agreement of obserwed points with theoretical curve in Fig . 4 rnay be d.ue to the

nodes of z direction for three dirnensional waveguide, because the rnodes of z direction

were not considered in eq. (2) . It is found from Fig. 3 and 4 that switching ratio ( ratio of

intensity of reflected light to that of transrnitted light) is varied frorn 0.1 to 12.4 in two

and three dirnensional waveguide when 300 and 400 V are applied to the electrode of 50 prn

gaP, respectively.

The rnain features of this switch are that 1) sirnple and small electrode fotrn and 2)

Iarge separating angle ( ZO =5o; enough to accornrnodate a large number of switches in a

single substrate
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Fig . i Basic structure of mirror type optical

switch. X, Y and' Z represent each crystal

axis of LiNbO3

Fig . 3 Relative output of two dirnensional

waveguide switch versus Ez
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Fig. 4 Relative output Of three dimensiOnal

waveguide switch versus E z
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Fig。 2 Calculated renectiv.ty VersuS Ez
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